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RIVERE℠ Ecological Center 

 

The RIVERE℠ Ecological Center is a next generation research and education facility that will embrace the 
capabilities of Artificial Intelligence to help researchers accomplish goals thought to be unachievable in the past. The 
RIVERE℠ Center will be a hub of collaborative effort focused on making the Rappahannock River Virginia’s first complete 
SmartRiver from its headwaters to the Chesapeake Bay with smart sensors that monitor the tributaries and river real-
time for pollutants. Big data from this effort can be used to identify pollution sources, enable rapid mitigation responses, 
and support predictive modeling to inform regional, national, and global freshwater challenges.   

Coming decades will present unprecedented challenges in managing competing demands for freshwater. These 
challenges will be exacerbated by projections of more frequent and severe droughts and flooding. In 2018, the National 
Academies of Sciences, Engineering and Medicine identified the top strategic opportunities for water science research to 
address the highest priority national water challenges over the next 25 years. The need to enhance and make emerging 
technologies more accessible is at the top of this priority list. Scientific research using automated sensors, machine 
learning and big data integration will play a key role in helping government agencies make intelligent water 
management decisions. The Commonwealth of Virginia is well-positioned to contribute to these efforts through its 
proactive approach to projecting future water availability and needs through state-wide conservation planning and 
prioritization models. Of particular interest is Virginia’s Rappahannock River Watershed, which is big enough to provide 
realistic challenges to test watershed Best Management Practices (BMP), but also small enough to demonstrate success 
of BMP concepts. These conditions make the Rappahannock a model system for conducting impactful watershed 
research that can scale to larger river systems. Unprecedented environmental pressure exists on the Rappahannock 
River region, however.  This region containing Stafford, Spotsylvania, King George and Caroline counties and the City of 
Fredericksburg is projected to increase 60% from 350,380 in 2025 to 562,598 in 2045, making it the fastest growing area 
within Virginia. There is an urgent need to preemptively protect the Rappahannock.  

RIVERE℠ is a 501(c)(3), not for profit corporation that will take a lead role in supporting this effort. RIVERE℠ 
aims to promote and enhance the ecological and economic umbrella for the region by building a world-class ecological 
center on the banks of the Rappahannock. The RIVERE℠ Ecological Center will be a facilitator of water conservation 
efforts by offering flexible co-working, laboratory, and outdoor space for organizations helping to mitigate 
environmental pressures on the Rappahannock and the Chesapeake Bay watershed. The Center’s outdoor landscape 
design will enhance natural habitat by incorporating a native botanical garden with trails that draw visitors to experience 
research, education, technology and ecoculture. Due to its unique location and associated pressing environmental 
concerns, RIVERE℠ is in an excellent position to serve as a regional and global magnet for watershed research and 
conservation, by providing an innovative center that makes it convenient to integrate research, education, conservation, 
and outreach. 

 
Vision: RIVERE℠ will serve as a regional and global magnet for water research, conservation, education and ecoculture.  
Mission: Create a world-class ecological center designed in form and function to attract,  support and integrate scientific 
research into conservation, education, and public outreach.  
Objectives:  RIVERE℠ will: 

1. Provide an innovative center that brings together and supports partners involved in research, conservation, 
education, and ecotourism by offering flexible memberships with access to co-working, laboratory, education, 
auditorium, and event space 

2. Support the use of emerging technologies for research aligned with high priority national water challenges 
3. Recruit and support researchers to establish Virginia’s first complete SmartRiver using smart sensor technology 

throughout the Rappahannock. 
4. Offer indoor and outdoor venues that promote, showcase, and communicate the work of those involved in 

restoring, protecting, and enhancing watersheds 
5. Provide outreach, ecotourism, and ecoculture opportunities with native botanical gardens that weave 

watershed research, sustainable agriculture, creative exhibits, and indigenous ecological knowledge into the 
surrounding landscape 
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Location and approach: In May 2022, the founder of RIVERE℠ purchased a 12-acre riverfront property in 

Stafford County with the intent of donating the property to RIVERE℠ upon successful fundraising. The current target 
facility size is 25,000 sq. ft. Final square footage will be determined by financial analysis of economic sustainability based 
on stakeholder interest and projected membership income. This property is adjacent to a 60-acre parcel, owned by 
Stafford County in association with the Duff McDuff Green Memorial Park. RIVERE℠ is working with Stafford County to 
explore ways in which the 60-acre property can be used to expand the RIVERE℠ Center’s operations through the 
creation of a native botanical garden that supports and integrates scientific research, sustainable agriculture, and 
indigenous relationships with the land in collaboration with the Patawomeck Native American Tribe.   

Supporting Research with Emerging Technologies to Create Virginia’s First SmartRiver: RIVERE℠ will support 
research involving automated sensors, machine learning, predictive modeling, and big data through key partnerships. 
First, RIVERE℠ will help water researchers pilot and test new wireless sensor network initiatives through a collaboration 
with the Virginia Innovation Partnership Corporation and its Virginia Smart Community Testbed initiative in Stafford 
County. Smart Stafford is Virginia’s first Smart City Testbed involving a fully integrated IoT-5G platform and emerging 
technologies. RIVERE℠ will complement Smart Stafford initiatives by working with researchers to develop the 
SmartRiver concept on the Rappahannock. Second, RIVERE℠ will partner with RIoT, a non-profit organization that 
accelerates impacts of start-up businesses involved in IoT technology. RIoT will assist RIVERE℠ with co-writing grant 
proposals and offering workshops for researchers to learn IoT-5G technology. Third, RIVERE℠ will form a science 
advisory board to define the SmartRiver concept, phases and timeline, identify necessary technologies, recruit 
investigators to develop research proposals to establish the SmartRiver concept, and seek support from initiatives such 
as Microsoft’s AI for Earth, Amazon’s Imagine Grant Program, and IBM Cloud. RIVERE℠ will also offer researchers and 
likeminded organizations flexible coworking space, wet and dry laboratories, conference space, a greenhouse, high-
bandwidth technology, audio/visual resources, copy/print resources, and a kitchen. Surrounding the Center, RIVERE℠ 
will offer deep-water river access, as well as on-site BMP landscaping and testing grounds, a canoe livery, 24/7 secure 
access and parking, and affordable bunkhouse accommodations. Finally, RIVERE℠ will provide scientists space to 
conduct research with easy access to collaborators with regional and global watershed expertise.  

Supporting Environmental Education: RIVERE℠ will support environmental education through a collaboration 
with Friends of the Rappahannock, a non-profit organization that provides nationally recognized environmental 
education programs to over 15,000 students annually. The RIVERE℠ Center will be designed to support teaching, 
learning, and connecting with nature. The building interior will have flexible education space with movable walls and 
furniture. The surrounding landscape will serve as a “living laboratory” where students and visitors can learn about the 
natural world and have direct access to the river. Creative outdoor landscaping will provide a venue where educators 
can offer environmental education programs that parallel and complement research being conducted at the Center. 
Visitors can experience artistic displays, educational exhibits, and interactive learning experiences, all of which will 
communicate fundamental scientific knowledge and evoke new forms of scientific understanding.   

Supporting Outreach, Ecotourism, and Ecoculture: As a world class ecological center that showcases research, 
education and sustainability, RIVERE℠ will serve as an ecotourism destination and botanical garden. RIVERE℠ is well 
positioned geographically to attract national and international visitors. The greater Stafford area is equidistant from the 
state and nation’s capitals along Interstate 95’s corridor, making it equally accessible to locals and tourists. RIVERE℠ will 
involve researchers in landscape design, providing visitors with demonstrations of how landscaping can support research 
in biological systems engineering, horticulture, permaculture, biology, wildlife ecology, forestry, crop and soil science. 
RIVERE℠ will partner with Virginia Tech and the Patawomeck Tribal Center to use intentional design principles that 
weave BMP watershed research, sustainable agriculture, and Traditional Ecological Knowledge throughout the 
surrounding landscape. Displays from regional artists will enhance the visitor experience.  

Showcasing Sustainability: RIVERE℠ will integrate principles of economic, environmental, social and cultural 
sustainability into the Center design and operations. Economic sustainability will be ensured through income for flexible 
co-working, lab, and gathering space. Environmental sustainability will include green certification and living building 
design principles and BMP landscaping that provide visitors and staff with a rich connection to nature. Design features, 
exhibits, and small, intimate gathering ecospaces will include living flora and fauna and features that mimic natural 
patterns of biomorphic forms. Social and cultural sustainability efforts will balance Traditional and Scientific Ecological 
Knowledge in collaboration with the Patawomeck Tribal Center. 


